A 36" 1" SCHEDULE 40 STEEL PIPE

1 1/4" DIA. STEEL BAR

2" DIA.

2" DRIVE PIN

2" SQUARE CAST IRON SOCKET

2 7/8" SQ.

DESCRIPTION
5' LONG TEE HANDLE
10' LONG TEE HANDLE

MODEL NO.
5 TH1
5 TH2
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TEE HANDLE WITH 2" SOCKET

1 1/4" DIA. STEEL BAR

2" DIA.

DRIVE PIN

2" SQUARE CAST IRON SOCKET

2 7/8" SQ.

DESCRIPTION
5' LONG TEE HANDLE
10' LONG TEE HANDLE

MODEL NO.
5 TH1
5 TH2
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VM-5TH